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of this publication is to serve as an organ ofAsbury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination of material of interest
and value primarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, stu
dents and friends, but also to a broader readership of churchmen,
theologians, students and other interested persons.
Material published in this ournal appears here because of its in
trinsic value in the on-going discussion of theological issues. While
this publication does not pretend to compete ith those theological
ournals speciali ing in articles of technical scholarship, it affirms
a commitment to rigorous standards of academic integrity and
prophetic forthrightness.
The purpose

Editorial
by Harold
There is

al ays

an

B. Kuhn

element of risk involved in

characteri e movements of

an

attempt

to

thought prevalent in brief periods of
same time, ma or thought currents are
of
isolated
and defined. The period no
fre uently capable
being
kno n as the si ties appears in retrospect to have been marked by
theological developments hich have a common denominator, at
time, such

as

decades. At the

least of sorts.

Theologians

of the si ties of

non-evangelical circles seem to have
assuming for themselves radical indepen
dence from norms
hich have traditionally guided theological
and
elaboration.
Three ma or forms of liberal religious
thought
development appeared, each being taken very seriously by its
respective advocates, and each being time-bound in a manner hich
seemingly foreordained it to a short life-span.
The theology of hope offered promise of building a bridge bet een
liberal forms of theology and evangelicalism. In a real sense, this
theological form survived the si ties but shortly blended into other
and seemingly alien shapes. The God-is-dead movement, hich as
in reality a uasi-religious phenomenon centering in the motif of
mortality, came and ent. It affirmed, in its radical form as
e pressed by Thomas J. J. Alti er, God s ontological demise and as
so bi arre that it soon degenerated into a faddist and paperback
theology.
made

common cause

in

Paul Van Buren s attempt to rescue it in terms of the assertion that
God-language as archaic and obsolete, and in this sense God
The movement

hole

shortly
ith
collapsed of its o n eight, lacking
the gro ing secularity of the period.
The rise of theologies of secularity got off to a spectacular start
ith the publication of Harvey G. Co The Secular City. Best-seller
as

dead,

had

no

success.

even

Seminary.

Philosophy

of

a

Asbury Seminarian and
Religion at Asbury Theological

Dr. Harold B. Kuhn is Editor of The

Professor of

as

any visible connection
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response gave status to an attempt to place a halo upon the bro of
technopolitan man. Secularity as asserted to be the inevitable
historical outcome of the application of
Christianity to culture, and

ere urged to
elcome the technopolitan man,
ith all of his
orldliness and his profaneness, as typical for a ne age.
The faddist character of this
theology soon became apparent,
and before the end of the si ties, ne concerns, such as the alleged
e

need for

play

ubilation as ualities of the religious life,
appeared. Little out of the typical factors marking this disarray of the
theology of the period seemed capable of survival.
The seventies sho ed little prospect of bringing order from the
theological chaos hich it inherited from the previous decade. The
and

informal acceptance of the secular
orld as normative for the
no
became
institutionali
ed. The catch ord
theologies
the
church
must
take her agenda from the
orld.
became,
Conciliar bodies sought to embody this theme in a reordering of

erection of

priorities,

and

to the Great

The

especially a restructuring of missions

in terms

Commission.

theology

of

hope seemed also to get lost
Dialogue. Continental thinkers
bridge might be erected, on the basis of such

foreign

in the so-called

Christian-Mar ist

seemed to

that

a

hope
theology, ith
the Mar ist orld. In some circles, at least, this as seen as a ploy.
Latin American avant-garde theologians sa little hope in the
a

movement.

The seventies has been

a period of proliferation of liberation
theologies. Starting from the vie point of disadvantaged groups,
national thinkers sought to shape the Gospel into a force
hich
ould harness national or regional Christian forces to social and
economic amelioration. Today e see a variety of such theologies,
omen s liberation, black liberation, Latin-American liberation and
latterly Asian liberation theologies. These types of theological
formulation gro
out of regional needs and concerns and sho
a
sensitivity to local conditions.
If there be a common denominator for this variegated pattern of
theologies, it is that of a need for redefining historic Christian
theology in terms of local and regional situations. Traditional
Christianity is fre uently regarded to be the tool of the oppressor a
charge hich is not ithout some validity. The common eakness of
the liberation theologies seems to be the assumption that theology
can be done rather than developed from revelation.

Editorial
Those

thinking

ho

hoped

that the

disarray in

found itself in the si ties

hich much of

theological

ould be corrected in the seventies

have found little grounds for satisfaction. It is true that the forms of
theology hich replaced the far-out and bi arre movements of
radical secularity have proved to be more need-centered and nearer
to the crying problems of the
orld. But the disarray and lack of
overall conformity to historic Christian norms continues not only to
e ist, but as ell, to intrigue the d ellers of theological academe.
Could it be that the laypersons and non-elite in the Church are
becoming increasingly skeptical of the leadership hich they are
receiving from the top, particularly from the seminaries and the
schools of religion Is it possible that these, reacting against the
disarray and lack of coherence in the conventional liberal theological
isdom, may in the eighties take things into their o n hands The
Sisyphian nature of those ho do theology apart from historic
Christian norms becomes increasingly evident. Should not
evangelicals be praying earnestly that a ne direction may be found

in the mainline churches, in hich the Thus saith the Lord may
once again be taken
ith great seriousness as Christian faith is
articulated for

our

time

Perspective

A
on

Church Gro th
by

Today,

Donald McCavran

interest in church gro th is cresting all across the
United States and beginning to reach the state churches of Europe, it
is most desirable for each denomination to study hat church gro th
means

to

as

. Dr. Ho

ard

issue of The

Snyder s splendid article in

the October

Asbury Seminarian does this for those denomi
origin to John Wesley. As Dr. Snyder says
in his concluding paragraph, each tradition ought to e amine itself in
the light of church gro th. Recently, a visitor from Nor ay spent
some time
ith me e ploring hat church gro th can mean in a
nation in hich all the citi ens are already bapti ed members of the
nations

hich trace their

Lutheran Church.
We

re oice in such e

aminations of the

implications and meanings

of church gro th. The theological and ecclesiological bearings of
church gro th on each denomination should be e plored. At the

time, e must be sure that the comment is on hat essential
gro th really is. So much has been ritten on church gro th,
and from so many angles, and to so many particular situations, that it
is easy to find oneself ascribing to church gro th
hat it is not
same

church

saying.

particularly true because church gro th theory, theology, and
ecclesiology have been framed in an interdemonimational setting.
The basic theological and ecclesiological positions have been
deliberately stated in a ay that enables them to be accepted by
This is

Christians of different traditions. The intent

as

to

lead Christians of

different churches and communions to return to biblical

concerning propagating
tumult

gro th

the

imperatives
Gospel, imperatives neglected in the

hich is the t entieth century. To be more e act, church
has been framed by missionaries of the free churches. Had it

Dr. Donald McCavran is Dean Emeritus and Senior Professor of
Mission Church Cro th and South Asian Studies at Fuller Theo

logical Seminary

in

Pasadena, California.
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been formulated

emphasi ed

the

by leaders of

same

the state

essentials but in

As each tradition forms its

a

churches, it

ould have

some hat different

church

ay.

gro th ecclesiology and
theology, it ill state the basic concepts in a ay agreeable to its
o n convictions. Stated
by Lutherans in accordance ith strict
Lutheran theology, church gro th
ill have a slightly different
sound from that voiced by Dr. Ho ard Snyder. Yet both
ill be
that
discern
hat
essentially church gro th
provided
they
essential church gro th is and avoid the trap of talking about and
ualifying or refuting the local coloration in some particular
statement of the basic theory.
After readers have pursued A Wesleyan Perspective on Church
Gro th contained in the October
issue of The Asbury
Seminarian, I invite them to study my response to it. They ill find
illustrations of the principle I have been e pounding above
namely, that all comment on church gro th ought to make a sharp
distinction bet een the essential heart of church gro th and the
clothing in hich it is dressed to fit different audiences.
As I revie the essential church gro th position, ith hich I have
had

some

o

n

small connection from the

been neither Arminian

nor

beginning,

it is clear that it has

Calvinistic. It has been

biblical. Because

simply

and

unashamedly
disciple the ethne, church gro th has assumed that men could do
that. He
ould give them strength to do it. Because He said,
Without me you can do nothing, church gro th has assumed that
hatever is done is done by the Lord, Because Holy Scripture says,
If you confess ith your lips that Jesus is Lord and believe in your
our

Lord commanded Christians to

heart that God raised Him from the dead, you
ill be saved,
that
men
and omen, of their o n
gro th assumes

essential church
free

ill,

Mt.
gro th

can

,

confess and believe. Because

, and

Mk.

assumes

that

even

conditioned and controlled

on

and

on

the free

by

the

our

Lord

again and again

speaks of the elect, church
ill of men and
omen is

sovereignty

of God. Church

gro th does not attempt to solve the mystery. We simply accept it. It
is there in Holy Scripture.

thing e refuse to do. We ill not spend valuable time
debating the theological systems under hich various branches of the
One

household of God operate. We insist that the biblical directives to
proclaim Christ, and persuade men, and incorporate them in

churches, and edify them

ith the Word, and open them to the

Holy

The Asbury Seminarian

Spirit are so clear that all branches of the Church can easily build a
passion to save men into their fundamental programs.
Secondly, Dr. Snyder takes up the matter of discipling and
sanctification and says that this is the key issue in church gro th
today. I fear that much being spoken and ritten on church gro th
sounds as if that ere the key issue, but in essential church gro th
that issue cannot arise. That discipling and perfecting sanctifying
appear an important issue is due not to hat church gro th really
says but to
situation is

hat careless

riters and readers have made it say. The

follo s.

as

years ago, church gro th theory as describing the
the ay in hich societies, tribes, castes and
ethne become Christian. Ho does an endogamous society,

,

In

people
peoples

movement

ithin the social unit, become Christian
hich everyone marries
of
can
Ho
evangeli ation peoples avoid inferring or actually saying
that becoming Christian means leaving that society and oining a
in

different tribe

Church

If evangeli

ation is held to mean that, then

ith a

slo . Each convert comes to Christ

terribly
feeling that he has betrayed his ethnos
In Bridges of God, as I described ho
Christiani ation is

become Christian I coined t

o ne

his people.
peoples note the plural
terms
discipling and

.
perfecting. I took the first from the Greek verb in Matthe
Webster s dictionary does not list disciple as an English verb.
Since e are commanded to disciple ta ethne, it must be possible to do
ith a caste, a tribe, a
so. I defined disciple used in connection
segment of society as meaning that

polytheism, idolatry, fetishism or any other
religion on its corporate loyalty is eliminated.

the claim of

man-made

.

.

and its individuals feel united around Jesus Christ as Lord
and Saviour, believe themselves to be members of His

Church, and reali e that our folk are Christians, our book is
the Bible, and our house of orship is the Church.
Then I coined

a

second term

perfecting

to mean

all that great effort of the churches in old-established
ith holy living and
hich deals
Christian civili ations,
ith social, racial and political ustice and also all that

Perspective
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individuals, generation and generation, into
personal relationship ith Jesus Christ.
In

short, the

thinking from
of

a

vital and

technical term

ne

to

meant

discipling in church gro th
helping a people a corporate body

from non-Christian faith to Christ.
Perfecting meant the hole comple process of gro th in grace of
societies, including the conversion of individuals generation after
men

and

omen

turn

generation.
About

,

under the

impact

of body

life,

church

gro th theory,

and other movements, the ne verb disciple,
hich I had coined,
to
be
used
for
three
events.
began
First, it as used for the
separate
movement of a society under the influence of the Holy Spirit, such

large numbers of its members became bapti ed and committed
Christians, and becoming a Christian no longer meant leaving the
tribe of caste hereafter, Dl . Second, it as used to describe the
that

initial conversion of individuals. A person as discipled hen he
as Lord and Savior and
bapti

as

led to belief in Jesus Christ

ed
hereafter D . Third, the ord as used
for the later stages of the process by hich an individual Christian
becomes in informed, illuminated, thoroughly dedicated follo er of
Jesus Christ hereafter D . Dennis Oliver
rote a doctoral
dissertation maintaining on the basis of the last fe
verses of
Matthe
that a person
as discipled
hen he
as bapti ed and
all
A
as
like
a
individual
taught
things.
discipled
college graduate
he had been through the entire course and passed all his
membership

in His Church

e aminations. He
In

effect,

e

as a

competent Christian.

had three

uses

of the

disciple, but
discipling had only one
ord

unfortunately people
spoke
meaning.
Confusion spread far and ide. Averring on the basis of Bridges
of God, page , thirteenth line that church gro th taught that an
rote and

as

if

a Christian
ithout any ethical commit
ment, critics proclaimed that church gro th had serious theological
hat page
is speaking about is
lacks. They failed to note that

individual could become

e clusively corporate action, e clusively the turning of segments ofa
to Christ. Critics also failed to note that Bridges of God
declared that converts ere re uired to take the very costly step of
renouncing allegiance to the gods. Critics ere talking about D
or D
and did not understand that Bridges of God as talking

society

The

Asbury
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e clusively

about Dl. Furthermore, critics e perience
ith
as
individualistic American society. They did not see that
hen

populationsfirst turn from Animism, Hinduism, Buddhism
non-Christian faith to Christ, if there is no Dl, D and D
unlikely to happen at all.

Discipling T

o and

Discipling Three

ere

attractive ne

or

other

are

very

terms. In

individualistic American society, in a land

here becoming Christian
people and going and oining
another people, D and D
ere speaking of desirable processes.
both
church
Conse uently,
gro th men and others started using the
ne
verb discipling. They ere using it in the second and third
meanings. I myself, in my riting to Americans and my advocacy of
American church gro th, have used the ne verb in senses t o and
three. One advocate told me that he found himself arguing that the
Bible re uires that ethical decisions be deferred by individuals until
after the first declaration of loyalty to Jesus Christ has been made.
That sub ect can, of course, be discussed but hen it is, the speaker
ought to make clear that he is talking about Discipling T o, not
Discipling Three or Discipling One.
Using the one term discipling in three senses, ithout pausing to
define
hich one is under discussion, has caused a tremendous
amount of
aste motion and confusion. Much ado about nothing
has resulted. Cannons have been trained on mirages and fired ith

did not

leaving

mean

one s

o

n

and little effect. It is the purpose of this article to
great satisfaction
the
resolve
confusion.
help

discipling are recogni ed and each
one closely defined, the
hole difficulty disappears. We are not in the
midst of brethren ho are seriously in error about the scriptural ay.
We are in the midst of brethren ho are saying ise and true things
As

soon as

the three kinds of

about different situations.

Take the

,

India. This has

member Mennonite Church in Andhra State,
into e istence by a people movement chiefly

come

Madiga caste. Groups of men and omen from that caste
have heard the Gospel, made multi-individual decisions to follo
Him, been bapti ed and formed into congregations. They have been
educated in the fear and kno ledge of the Lord over the last
years.
A sound Christian church has resulted. It has problems, but so do all
from the

denominations. This Church

ould

never

have come into e istence if

one-by-one-against the current pattern had been follo ed.
Fortunately the missionaries ere ise men and omen, and hen

the

Perspective
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people movement, they lovingly and intelligently
a sound part of the body of Christ. This
Mennonite Church manifests all three kinds of discipling.
D enabled the great turning to take place. D brought a stream of
individuals
ithin the Christian movement year by year and
dacade by decade to conscious enrollment in the body. D has
perfected and sanctified a smaller but yet a considerable number of
the total community of
or more to informed, committed,
,
Bible-obeying Christian life.
I am personally a gathered church man. As far as individuals are
on a

cared for it and turned it into

concerned, I

them in t o camps
committed Christians and
nominal Christians. I do not believe there are any born Christians.
set high standards for Christians. In North America, I find it hard to
see

believe that any real Christians can drink li uor. I ould not belong
congregation in hich the minister and the elders took ine or

to a

cocktails. I believe that all nominal Christians
become
those

life in

ought to be led

on

to

flaming Christians. The true Church, I hold, consists only of
ho Christ kno s to be His follo ers. But having lived all my
hich

practice behevers baptism, I have to
e traordinarily difficult to impose my ethical
for
re uirements
discipleship on other believers.
I
ould like to build a si foot fence of my ethical re uirements
and make all ould-be Christians ump over it to membership in the
gathered churches,

say that it is

true

the

Church, but this is

re uirements

sins and believe

for

on

not the

pattern I

membership

ere

in the Bible. There,
t o
repent of your

see

ust
They did

the Lord Jesus Christ.

not have to

give

circumcision, bacon,
up li uor, slaves, circumcision,
disinclination to associate ith gentiles. So, rather reluctantly, I find
myself confined to a position hich says the biblical prere uisites for
lack of

or a

baptism can be no other than those re uired for the early Church in
Holy Scripture. The fact that they had to repent did not mean that
appear to me as sins. They
they had to repent of hat no in
had to repent of hat then, at their stage of development, seemed to
them sins.

With sanctification

Scripture

insists in

a

or

perfecting,

He is to revel in the la

by his

o

n

case

is other ise.

Holy

ays that the Christian must
the Word. The Holy Spirit ill lead him

in grace and feed on
into all truth. He is to gro in
gro

not

the

thousand different

godliness.

and meditate

po er, but

by the

on

He is to

forgive his enemies.
night. He does this

it day and

po er of Christ. Christ in him

The

enables him
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do these

impossible tasks. With Christ in him, he
foot fence, but a footfence. lean do
all things through Christ, declares the
apostle.
My professional training is in Christian education. That as my
field for many years. Christians ho no drink milk ought, I hold, to
be led on to here they eat meat. The systematic study of God s Word
cannot be stressed too greatly. It is the
royal road to victorious
Christian life. Nevertheless, Christian education, sanctification,

umps

to

over not

perfecting

my petty si

cannot be

The last four

substituted for conversion.

paragraphs

have been

all the fear in the hearts of

theory

ritten to

lay to rest

once

for

friends that church gro th
is soft to ard or unsound on ethical re uirements. The charge

that church

some

gro th believes

of

our

particularly absurd in
gro th men and omen I
kno . I trust that from no
on those paragraphs or sentences or
phrases hich have been ritten about Discipling One, about the
first great turnings of groups from non-Christian religions to
Christianity ill not repeat, ill not be applied to one-by-one
conversions. When
e are talking about individuals and their
conversion, none of our critics hold more vigorous and demanding
vie

in

cheap

grace is

of the convictions of all the church

concepts of
Church

sisters

hat it

means

to be a

Christian than

e

ourselves do.

men and
omen have for years lived as brothers and
ith Christians of other skin colors and other economic levels.

gro th

Talk about racism I

challenge any ho rites on the topic ith such
heat today to have slept in the homes of dark-skinned Christians
more fre uently than have I and other advocates of church gro th.
Or have more fre uently and oyously shared the food of Christian
comrades hose diet consisted of rice and bean soup t ice a day and
nothing more.
Church gro th men honor and respect American Christians ho
are pressing for ard
ith brotherhood. God bless them and further
the cause to
hich they are giving their lives. They and
e are
brothers. But let us have an end to this foolish building up of stra
men and tearing them do n, this constant and unnecessary inference
that church gro th is someho
theologically unsound or subChristian. Most such remarks are based on making hat as said of
people movements apply to individuals.
Dr. Snyder s fourth point I find myself in heartly agreement ith.
By all means, let all traditions develop a biblical doctrine of the
church and the kingdom of God. The church gro th movement has

Perspective
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high vie of the Church. Church gro th ecclesiology holds that
membership in the Body of Christ is necessarily a part of saving faith.
If a man really believes in Jesus Christ as Lord, he cannot
spurn His
Church and remain out of it
a solitary unconnected believer. To be
sure, church gro th theology defines the Church in a
hich
ay
includes every group of confessing, bapti ed, obedient Christians. I,
myself, believe that there is no salvation outside the Church
but I
a

do not

mean one

Baptist.

particular Church

such

as

the Roman Catholic

or

again, church gro th men, speaking to an interdenomi
audience, have not spelled out an ecclesiology hich
Presbyterians or Assemblies or Episcopalians ould cheerfully
acclaim as their o n and correct. No. Here again, e have assumed
that each denomination
ould take out insistence that evangelism
Here

national

issue in countable Christians and countable churches and state
agreeable to itself. This basic high ecclesiology must be
clothed in denominational doctrine. That is the business of the
must

it in terms

denominations,

not

of church gro th theorists.

The Use of Biblical Narrative
in E pository Preaching
by
Nothing

can

be

Walter C Kaiser, Jr.

more

discouraging

and

disheartening

for

contemporary believers gathered to hear the Word of God than to
listen to the simple recounting and bare description of an Old

e pository
preaching.
preaching nothing
narrating a
B. C. story or first century A. D. homily
hich merely engages in
stringing verses or events together, rather than attempting to come to
terms
ith the truth taught by the riter in that narrative.
What is needed for such narrative portions is some method of
pointing out the abiding meanings and items of continuing
significance for all believers of all times. This method e propose to
hich
call the Syntactical-Theological Method of E egesis,
employs the special techni ue of principli ation. While the term
historico-grammatical e egesis has had the honored place in
, hen Karl A.G. Keil announced it,
e egetical procedure since
e feel the emphasis of that method could be sharpened even more be
stressing the syntactical relationships ithin the unit under
discussion and the antecedent theology that became the backdrop
against hich God delivered this ne truth. The matter of principli ing is one of the most important features in treating historical and
Testament

or

Gospel

This kind of

narrative

is

as

an

e cuse

more

for

than

narrative te ts.

Principli ing a biblical passage is that procedure hich seeks to
discover the enduring ethical, spiritual, doctrinal, and moral truths
or principles
hich the riter himself set forth by the ay in hich he
selected his details and arranged the conte tual setting of his
narrative. Principli ation seeks to bridge the then or backith the no
needs of our day
thereness of the te t s narrative
and yet refuses to settle for cheap and uick solutions hich confuse
our o n personal point of vie
ith that of the
good or bad
Walter C. Kaiser is Professor of Semitic Languages and Old
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, IL.
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inspired riter.
No portion of Scripture is

more

vulnerable to both forms of abuse

than the Old Testament in contemporary
preaching and
With no less than
percent of God s total revelation at

teaching.

stake, the
Old Testament continues to receive very little and very poor
attention even from its friends ho rightfully protest so loudly hen
any attempt is made to denigrate that Testament in its doctrinal
form.

Why do so many pastors admit to having a mental block or
feelings of inade uacy or plain guilt hen it comes to preaching the
Old Testament

Very little profit

ill come from

attempting to fi the blame on one
n impressions and guesses
of
shortage
preparation time, topical, theological and even so-called
e pository sermons hich are acks of all the te ts on the sub ect and
master of none, an e aggerated vie of the discontinuity bet een the
Testaments, or ust plain old-fashioned la iness. Mean hile, the
crisis in evangelical practice gro s to critical proportions. It is
critical because the generation of interpreters that follo s ours ill
level out their doctrine of Scripture to match our e egetical practice
factor

or

another. We all have

and critical also because

an enormous

continues to e ist in most
about the Word of God

our o

famine of the Word of God

evangelical
loosing that

churches. We have talked

ithout

Word itself so that the

po er of God could be demonstrated to all.
Conse uently, all sorts of short-cuts and innovative ideas

being

introduced

as

substitutes for the real

problem

are

of the famine of

of God. Substitutes range from relational theology,
transactional therapy, fello ship groups,
hat-do-you-think
the Word

pooled ignorance Bible study groups, topical seminars or ust plain
Christian entertainment in music, films, and variety programs. Some
of these in their most holesome form may have a function in the
Body

of Christ but

never as

substitutes for the declaration of the
epitomi ed in

Word of God. The formula of the Reformation is
I Thessalonians

the Word of God

Holy Spirit e uals dynamite

of

men

and

But let

us

plus the convicting

ork of the

the po er of God and full conviction

omen.

be

even more

seminaries have been

as

forthright. Our biblical institutions and
guilty as anyone else in fostering this

problem. The pulpit and the lectern are both victims of overspeciali ation. James Smart brilliantly assessed the problem in his
recent
ork entitled The Strange Silence of the Bible in the Church
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hen he said
The

predicament of the preacher has been created to a large
by the hiatus bet een the Biblical and the practical
departments in our theological seminaries.
e tent

He detailed his

charge by protesting

The Biblical

departments
ith

student labor

it

as

first

ritten

care
or

to

in

that

seminary rightly

discern

spoken.

But

make the

hat the te t meant

fre

uently the

hen

assumption

is made that,
ithout any further research or assistance
e tension of his methodology, he can move from the

original meaning

there

This

ere no

ump

to the

serious

contemporary meaning

problems

making

as

though

that transition.

from the then of the B.C. te t to the no

A.D. audience has received

training

in

centers and

efforts. Even

pulpit practice

hat little

use

that it

no

is

of the

evangelical
crippling our best
our

is made of the Old Testament narrative in

uestionable

authority as a
enough time
to the priesthood of believers in the pe s to biblically decide
hether the assertions made on a given topic are indeed precisely
those affirmed by the
riter of Scripture.
Our generation is being called upon to test in practice hether the
reformers principle of sola Scriptura is sufficient for a vital, living
encounter
ith our God. It is e clusively in the Holy Scripture
all
of it
that e alone can guarantee the validity and divine authority
of the Gospel, the fullness of the hole counsel of God, the relevancy
our

preaching

little attention in

so

or

is

ord from the Lord because

in its effectiveness

e

or

cannot or do not leave

of the churches ministries to men s needs.

vying for e ual recognition ith
Scripture as it has in the past history of the Church Is not this ne
tradition the basis, as C. Trimp concluded in a recent article, for the
ne
gro ing consensus bet een the t o non-evangelical branches of
Or is there

a ne

tradition

ould have it, the sermonic re
again actuali ed in the preached ord
itself, but apart from its then meaning in the te t. But if that is true,
is this not the same claim as made by the Roman Church that Christ
is actually sacrificed again each Sunday during the celebration of the

Christendom

presentation

As this

consensus

of truth is

once

of Biblical
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Supper
hat a high price is the problem of the then of the Old
Testament te t solved by the no
of this sacramental vie
of
preaching. Certainly, such modern liberal and ne -orthodo
methods successfully avoid the deadening effects of a dry, anti ue,
ord. But it has thereby also
purely descriptive, B.C., Ebionite-like
forfeited its right to claim any divine authority for its message, since
the tradition or preached ord is of our o n making and not another
revelation e ual to Scripture. If it is man ho has made his message
Lord s
At

relevant apart from hat God meant, man must also vouch for its
all of hich is an impossible
authenticity as a divine perspective

feat unless these

men

happen

to be the ones

God to stand in the very councils of
authentication.

If the

dry,

detached so-called

eternity

scholarly

ho

to

ere

prepared by

receive such

method is

Ebionite in

earthly aspects of the
message, then this re-presentation or sacramental vie is basically
in that it re ects all historical connections and it isolates
Docetic

that it

restles

ith the historical

only

or

the Word from its conte tual events into
event

preaching.

of

In that case, every

minutes each Sunday
But e must still ask ho

can

some

kind of ne

Word-

preacher is inspired for

such historical distance bet een the

first listeners of the Word and later generations be bridged Ho can
the sermon be protected from our superficial analyses of hat e

Are
human situation or our favorite ideas
in
be
found
some
to
abstractions
of
blood-less
there some type
type
Or are there sets of rules for divesting
of canon ithin a canon
te ts of timeless, rational, moral, and theological truths

consider to be the

point evangelicals are tempted to appeal to the heretical
double author theory as a license to establish the dual or
multiple meaning of the te t, hich allo s both Israel and the
At this

Church to have their Old Testament cake and eat it too. Easy and
earnest support is also alleged from the double meaning of

prophecy
meaning

hich finds the prophets
logic theory
to
be
distinctly separate from the
understanding

and

unbelievers

a

dual

and

God intended for the Church.

Such bifurcation has been tried historically at Ale andria, Egypt
in the second and fourth centuries A.D. and currently in the neohat the te t meant and
orthodo e istential separation bet een
hat it

means to

me

each

ith disastrous effects. Instead of
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glorifying God and e ulting the sola Scriptura principle, as one
might assume, it deprecates the original ork of the Holy Spirit and
tends to stumble at the same point that offended the Greeks
the
scandal of the historical note in Scripture and its particularity hich
linked its message to specific men in specific times and specific
situations.

What then is the

key If the older historical-grammatical e egesis,
as practiced by our biblical
departments, has left incomplete the ob
of preparing a te t for preaching especially Old Testament and first
century A.D. narrative te ts and many of the current gap fillers fall
into either Ebionite, Docetic, or bifurcational errors, hat is left
Good teaching and preaching has a t o-fold ob it must teach the

of truth as set forth in each passage, and it must also suggest a
reproducible method of Bible study. That is hy, unlike allegori ing
content

spirituali ing, the method of principli ing seeks to derive its
teachings from a careful understanding of the te t. Rather than
importing an e ternal meaning into the Bible even by prematurely
and
using the analogy of subse uent doctrines in the Bible
earlier
these
ne
to
the
details
of
the
narrative,
assigning
meanings
hich meanings ere not in the mind of the original author, e must
receive only those meanings authoritatively stated by the authors
or

themselves.

uni ue aspect of the narrative portion of Scripture is that the
riter usually allo s the
ords and actions of the people in his
The

narrative

letting

to convey

the

the main thrust of his message. Thus, instead of
us through direct statements, such as are

riter address

teaching portions of Scripture, he tends to
remain instead some hat in the background so far as direct teaching
or evaluative statements are concerned. Conse uently, it becomes
critically important to recogni e the larger conte t in hich the
narrative fits and to ask hy the riter used the specific selection of
events in the precise se uence he has placed them. The t in clues to
ill be arrangement of episodes and selection of detail
meaning no
from a
elter of possible speeches, events, persons or episodes.
Furthermore, the divine reaction and estimate to these people, places
found in doctrinal

or

and events must often be determined from the

ay the author allo s
of
to
groups
people respond at the clima of
the selected se uence of events if he has not interrupted the narration
to give his o n, that is, in this instance, God s estimate of
hat has
one or

taken

another person

place.

or
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e ample of this phenomena

One clear

selection of detail

can

be

seen

of arrangement and
in the book of Nehemiah. Nehemiah

hat God had done for Israel at

recorded

history

Narrative

a

crucial moment in their

after the e ile.

One method of

preaching

on

Nehemiah

ould be to

merely tell the

B.C. story and feel that all responsibility for edification and teaching
had ended
hen all the historical events, characters and lines had
been

dutifully

trotted out for memori ation. But this

can

hardly

be

the total purpose hy God has this history recorded for posterity.
This is an Ebionite approach to Bible study and preaching.

approach to Nehemiah be any better It
spiritual value of this book by hat amounts
ill
to an allegori ation of the te t. For e ample, one such approach
the
in
Nehemiah
take the
gates rebuilt and described
plus
But

ill

a

attempts

to

increase the

t

o

Docetic

gates added from Nehemiah

debatable total of

Sheep Gate is
Fish Gate is

gates

and

interpret

reminder of the

a

our

cross

to make the necessary but
the
them in this fashion

us

that

using the
Gate clearly urges that
brings to mind our need

involves

the

the
promise to make us
sub ection to the ill of God made relevant
the Valley
ancient and tried paths Jer.

Lord s

Old Gate reminds

God
fishers of men

and the Lamb of

e

be humble

Ps.

the

Dung Gate

cleansing from defilement I Jn.
etc. But
here has one s authority gone in this situation. If it is
argued, hich it ill be, that the truth is taught else here in the Bible

anyho ,

so

hy the fuss,

for

then I say, let s go to these passages to teach

staying here. Again, e may be teaching
obviously it is from the rong te t and therefore
good theology,
devoid of any po er or authority from God.
ould suggest the
Then ho
shall e preach from Nehemiah I
under
the
hich
the
those
as
riter,
Spirit of God,
follo ing topics
those truths rather than
but

ould

ish to inculcate in all believers

primacy of prayer to any undertaking in life Neh.
The significance of setting goals Neh.
The principles of successful leadership Neh.
ork Neh. The ay to meet opposition in God s
rene
al
The ay to encourage spiritual
Neh.
The importance of learning from history Neh.
The necessity of preserving the gains made in the ork of God
Neh.

. The

.
.
.
.
.
.
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- . It provides a great study
Especially instructive is Nehemiah
ho
men
handle
attacks
hile attempting a
Godly
personal
for
God. Nehemiah
had depicted ho open violence as
ministry
on

an

obstruction

to

the

ork of God. Nehemiah

to deal

ith internal

damaged.

The attack on God s

problems

if the

focused

ork of God

ork in Nehemiah

the need

on

as not to

as

from

be

an even

subtle

angle. This time the enemy resorted to ruining God s
leader through secret and devious tricks.
The four paragraphs
ith their repeated phrases, such as let us
meet together
and to make me afraid Neh.
,
, ,
Neh.
,
,
, help form the basis for the four main romans, or ma or
points, of our message. The means by hich these enemies of God s
ork secretly attempted to counter God s servant ere
fraud
ulent summitry
smear tactics
- ,
- ,
religious com
the pressure of naive friends
- .
promise
- , and
Within each of these four paragraphs the
riter gave God s
abiding principles for Nehemiah and for all subse uent riters ho
find themselves hard pressed in leadership roles. These key speeches
in each of the paragraphs are
more

.
.
.
.

doing a great ork and
Nothing you are saying is true
thou my hands
I

am

Then I kne

I cannot
.

.

.

They perceived this
our God
.

Thus

they

e are no

proclaim,
are

. A
. A

. A
. A

ork had been

ready to

may
harassed by

accomplished by

in the

help

God s leaders, e
God-given principles hen

the

and intimidation

God-given sense of direction
God-given spirit of determination
God-given heart of discernment
God-given demonstration of approval

theology of the passage
the
ork of God, for

the

construct our sermon.

follo ing
intrigue, innuendo,

use

The climactic assertions of

plished

.
God, strengthen

that God had not sent them

of

shall

come

But no , O

verses

and

are

clear

as to

the

the enemy kne that Nehemiah as doing
they perceived that hat had been accom

rebuilding of the

all had been

accomplished only

ith

of Biblical
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help of God. Why then should Nehemiah ever fear them These
hinge to the passage and hat e ould call the
central point of reference from hich e are given perspective on
the riter s selection of incidents. That the incidents in this chapter
the

o verses are the

t

ere

selected is clear from Nehemiah

hich says there ere
, hich says many other false prophets
such letters and
ith similar so-called revelations and
, hich lists four other

many
came

,

such invitations. Moreover, the arrangement of these details not only
reflected the actual reality of happening, but it also increased the

spiritual discernment,

need for

prophets

as

and friends to defeat the

the enemy even dared to use
ork of God. When chapter si is

vie ed along ith the similar materials in chapters four and five, it is
clear that the se uence of attacks in chapter si is not recorded
and
offer us the
hapha ardly. The climactic phrases of verses

locating the authoritative message and use of this
in a better position to suggest
passage. The interpreter is no
of
this
authoritative
principle in different areas
possible applications
need in

clues

e

of

modern

our

But there is

orld

more

here

some

of these

there is also the

same

tensions arise.

uestion of the theology of the

passage. What aspect of the hole corpus of doctrine or theology
shall I stress if I am to urge personal response and gro th to the everrelevant Word of God

e plicitly or
theology hich Nehemiah
found
be
by the use of
theology may
implicitly
made
the Bible
hich
authors
biblical
uotations from e isting
available to
riter and audience at that time. It might also be
ascertained from the author s special use of ords and concepts,
We must stress that

had in mind. This

technical status, or from historical events
hich ere inseparably linked to the continuum of God s dealings
ith Israel and through her to all the nations of the earth. In the
hich have

no

taken

on

ill appear first negatively from
passage, the theology
the slur made by Geshem and Sanballat that Nehemiah had
Nehemiah

- . But
pretensions of becoming a king in Judah Neh.
the
of
ork
in
the
alls,
rebuilding
very
positively
as
itself
the
but
or
hich as no isolated act of diligence
heroism,
for Israel and, as such, another piece of
ork of God Neh.
God s great plan for history, eternity, Israel and the nations. There
as an accumulation of all antecedent doctrine about the theology of
the land and Israel s role as a servant and light to the nations
yes,
messianic

it also set forth

even to

Geshem, Sanballat and Tobiah themselves

in the books

Hie
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hich preceded Nehemiah and hich legitimately ere part of the
author s truth
intention and no a part of the interpreter s ob.
We propose that preaching ill again become effective if I it is

conte tually limited
ithin

book

a

according

or

or

narro ed in its focus and treated

sections of a biblical book,

se uentially

it is strictly developed

to the

syntactical relationships observed ithin the
it is duty-bound to unleash the
passage,
that
the
part
theology hich historically preceded this te t had in
informing this te t in historical-redemptive plan of God, and
it is composed of timeless principles dra n solely from the biblical
author s single truth intention. All four steps must be in evidence, or
the B.C. then
ill overcome the A.D. no , or the no
ill
statements of the narro

obliterate the

significance of the then
Accordingly, the e egete must first

biblical author. Since

e

kno

not a

of the te t.
come to terms

syllable

ith

the

from God e cept

the pens of those ho stood in His divine council, e first
must go the human author s
ords. To find God s meanings and
e
must
discover
hat
the author s
ere, first in the
emphases,

through
book

hole and then in the

as a

ish to

use

for

our

Key functions
so as to

messages.

ill involve

reading

ant to

list the

precise contribution
relations

one

ma or

a

section and passage

and

over

each section makes to the

repeated concepts

ill

supply

the

sections of the book and note the

section has to another in

Ne t, the identification of key

e

hole book,
most concise statement. We

over

capture its central message in

ill also

or

particular

hole and the

of the central idea.

light
technical terms, emphasi ed
special language of the author

ords
the

and may be the very connection e seek to link up this passage ith
the preceding theology or plan of God. Often these terms ere bell-

ringers

for concepts

already kno n to some degree by the
by the authors and, as such, ere meant to
trigger a hole host of associated ideas and theology.
But these terms need to be put into propositions and this the
author ill do in a preliminary ay in the theme or topic sentence in
each paragraph in prose or strophe in poetry . The skeleton of the
author s logic and therefore God s logic no begins to emerge. We
may trace the logical connections the author makes by doing a
mechanical layout of each paragraph or strophe
here the simple
of
the
theme
or
sub ect and predicate
topic sentence ill be ritten
out on a sheet of paper, e tending from a margin of t o or three
audiences addressed
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the sheet for

other sentence, clause or
under or above, it if it

our matching sermon outline. Then
every
phrase ill be subordinated and ritten
precedes the topic sentence the ord it

e plains ith an arro dra n to that ord to sho its
grammatical and syntactic not logical dependence. Such a layout of
the synta should give to the interpreter an analysis of the function of
the various connectors, development of the author s argument, and a
visual presentation of the levels of subordination in his te t.
modifies

or

The

pastoral e egete, ho ever, must also come to terms ith the
audience, for his ork is still unfinished until this is done. This is
done simply by taking the previous analysis of the synta found in
the mechanical layout or display of the te t and principli ing it into
e must thoughtfully restate the author s
message points. Here
concerns
in
timeless
ma or
abiding truths. This must not be
sub ectively e ecuted. The Scripture riter s ma or concern or
central point of reference and conte tual setting
ill supply the
for
the
The
author
s
terms
and
the topic
sub ect
message.
key
sentences in each paragraph
ill supply the main romans for our
message. All e must do is try to make common-coinage out of the
author s sub ect and emphases
this is common-cation, or, as e
communication.
say today,

principli e ithout spirituali ing, historici ing,
psychologi ing, morali ing, or allegori ing, e must first restate the
author s propositions ithout including a reference to men or places
in our sermon points. It is only God s person, character,
ork,
ish to urge upon all
demands, teaching and comfort hich e no
riter did his
men. Second,
e must develop our message as the
if
he
has
talked
about
because, conse uences if
e.g., giving reasons
he has given a therefore or since, and conditions if he has devel
oped an if argument. Third, e must re-e amine our sermon points
the internal and e ternal
to see if they get at the heart response
changes desired by God from that original audience. Here is here
e keep these principles from becoming cold, bloodless abstractions.
A simple eight to
ord summary sentence that gathers up the
hole t o or three or more paragraphs into one statement from the
vie point of hat God as urging His people to do, believe, or say in
this passage
ill give a center and focus to the hole passage. This
summary sentence should agree ith the focal point or central clause
e must demonstrate
or phrase in the te t of this passage. Fourth,
ord
that e understand ho those original riters received this ne
In order to

A Model of
or

Display

of

a
a

Mechanical

Layout
Syntactical Analysis

in Hebre , Greek,
A Selected

Passage

Introductory

S

Topic

S

Sentence

of

or

English

to

verses

dependent clauses,

appro imately

modifying
or

or

or

in the middle of the

subordinated sentences

phrases e.g., infinitival
u
V

Topic

O

o

Sentence

or

prepositional

coming first

rest of

sentences and

clauses

a

i

Modifying

L Topic

Sentence

paragraph

clauses

B
O

M

sentences

or

subordinating sentences

coming last
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backdrop of the Bible and the plan of God s redemption
available up to that point in the history of revelation. Failure to spot
those loaded phrases, bell-ringers or technical terms
ith their
built-in history of associations ith the good promise of God ould
be stultifying to any live, relevant,
arm
ord from God. This
process is hat e ish to call the Analogy of Scripture. It ould
be

the

prematurely introduce the Analogy of Faith under
Scripture interpreting Scripture or the e ually fallacious

rong to

the

guise

of

concept that every Old Testament needs
te t paired
ith it if the Word of God is

to

have

to be

a

Ne

Testament

heard in the Church.

Again, a Marcionite spirit creeps in and steals the sola Scriptura
principle a ay by claiming that the te t, in its primitive, pristine
form cannot supply its o n meaning in the progress of revelation.
Such are the processes to be accomplished by the preacher of the
Old Testament. The seminary departments of Greek and Hebre
e egesis must also carry the students all the ay across this bridge
from the then to the no
much as e have described. Only hen
e

have

to terms

come

ith the author and studied the te t

ith

a

ith the grandeur of the historical progress of
eye filled
revelation and let that te t call forth a personal response from us as

steady

e egete-preacher, ill the theology and authority of that te t
grab hold of other men to hom e proclaim it. And their finest
I
ent home and re-read that Old
compliment ill be this
the

Testament te t

over

this past

eek and God has continued to

use

it to

ent home and imitated your method of
change me.
approaching a passage in another part of the Bible, and has that ever
helped me to hear the Word of God more clearly In our udgment,
that s hat e egesis and preaching is all about.

Or I
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in the flesh, but only appeared to be a man. See
.
,
Lys, pp.
For the most famous e pression of this distinction, see Krister Stendahl, Biblical
Theology, Contemporary Interpreter s Dictionary of the
Nashville Abingdon,
- .
, I
On this distinction bet een analogy of Faith and Analogy of Antecedent
Scripture, see Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., To ard an Old Testament Theology Grand
- . Also Kaiser, Present State of Old Testament
Rapids ondervan,
, pp.
and
Studies, pp.
see N. .
For a recent and suggestive study on Nehemiah, see Cyril J. Barber, Nehemiah and
the Dynamics of Effective Leadership Neptune, N.J. Loi eau Brothers,
.
On the problem of past particularity and present significance, see already the early
contribution of Patrick Fairbaim, The Historical Element in God s Revelation, in
Classical Evangelical Essays in Old Testament Interpretation ed. Walter C. Kaiser,
- .
Jr. Grand Rapids Baker,
pp.
This point has been argued else here W. C. Kaiser Jr., The Single Intent of
Scripture, in Evangelical Roots ed. Kenneth Kant er Nashville Thomas Nelson
idem, Legitimate Hermeneutics, Inerrancy The E tent of
, pp.
Biblical Authority ed. Norman Geisler Grand Rapids
ondervan, Forthcoming,
.
This point is argued in more detail in Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., The Current Crisis
in E egesis and the Apostolic Use of Deuteronomy
in I Corinthians
- ,
Journal of Evangelical Theological Society
, pp. - .
See J. L. Johnson, Analogia Jideias a Hermeneutical Principle, Spring ielder
- . After I completed this manuscript, I read the fine article by
, pp.
Daniel P. Fuller, Biblical Theology and the Analogy of Faith, Unity and Diversity in
Ne Testament Theology Robert A. Guelich, ed Grand Rapids Eerdmans,
,
. His re ection of The Analogy of Faith as a hermeneutical principle or even
a competing principle to sola Scriptura is e actly the point that needs to be made.

The Paraclete in the
Church Fathers
by Anthony Casurella
In this paper e survey the use made by the early Church fathers of
the paraclete passages, that group of five logia from the Fare ell
Discourses of John relating the Lord s promise of the Spirit of

Truth, the c XXo napdKkriTO s
Such

e egesis

a

.

survey needs no e cuse, in one sense, as the history of
our
is intrinsically interesting. But kno ledge of ho

interpreted Scripture does have value for the
hole hermeneutical uestion. For one thing, it helps us to recogni e
and correct some of our o n blind spots, as ell as to help us avoid
ancestors used and

the mistakes of others. In
the fathers

e see

the Ne

related ay, e must remember that in
to
Testament through the eyes of men

a

hundred years closer to its
riting than e are, some of hom
hom lived in a culture
ere native speakers of Greek and all of
much closer to that of the first Christians than e do.

paraclete passages themselves are of ide importance and are
a notorious cru . They are much discussed in the fathers, being
referred to literally hundreds of times in the e tant literature at
present they are the focus of a large and difficult body of ritings.
They possessed evidential value for certain issues important to the
ancient Church and not insignificant today.
ho
rote in the period
We limit our consideration to fathers
The

on
on the one hand and the year
d. ca.
councils
the other, concentrating on the years bet een the landmark

bet een Tertullian

of Nicaea and Chalcedon. Nevertheless, these limits include a great
number of passages from authors of differing points of vie and over
e
e are not to be misled,
a span of t o-and-one-half centuries. If
e can here do no more than
must establish at the outset that

delineate and illustrate broad outlines of patristic interpretation

our
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suggestive, not e haustive.
orld, e egesis and theology ere more intimately
related than they are today. It should come as no surprise, therefore,
that the paraclete passages had a
place in the dogmatic debates of the
both
in
the ritings of the fathers and those of the heresiarchs.
time,
In the East, they are cited
along ith other te ts in almost asteful
Western
ith its different approach and greater
abandon
usage,
are

to

In the ancient

economy of language, is more chaste. But on both sides
the paraclete passages is governed by three ma or dogmatic

Trinity, Christology,

the

and

riting

on

concerns

Pneumatology.

With regard to the doctrine of the Trinity, they are invoked as
evidence for distinction or lack of distinction of Persons ithin the
one

Godhead. At

, for e ample ipcDTr aco

tov

naripa

kol

dkkov TrapaKk- Tov
a L vfitv K.r.k. ,
e see Christ teaching
specifically that the Paraclete-spirit is uite distinct irepo i, alius
from himself. Stress here is laid, of course, on the ad ective dkkov,
but it is also clear that three separate individuals take part in the
besto al of the Spirit the One ho asks, the One ho sends, the One

same is true of
d
apaKkr TO ... nin ti
ovdi ari i lov K.r.k. ,
d TrapaKk- TOS v eyco
tov
and
in
b- passim.
Tref i o v LLV rrapd
narpo ,
On the other hand, paraclete passages are called in as evidence for
the unity and consubstantiality of the Trinity. The Three are seen to
be One in that They are possessed of a common name The Spirit
comes in the name of the Son,
. But it has already been sho n
that the Son comes in the name of the Father
, et al therefore,
the name of all Three Persons is one. They are seen to be One in that
They are inseparable in ill and operation. For e ample, it is inferred
from
that
hen One speaks the Others also speak from
e learn that the Spirit rebukes ikiy f iv,
arguere
si as e

ho

comes.

naT- p ip

The
tco

from other

Scriptures Father and Son doing. A u taposition of
sho s that the Spirit is sent inseparably by
,
, and
both Father and Son
and in
e see Son and Spirit both
the
ork
of
perform
advocacy. Finally, They are seen to be one in
that They possess all things e.g., eternity in common,
.i
Specifically, all that the Son has He has received through unity of
substance ith the Father
a , and all that the Spirit has He has
of
substance
ith
the Son ithout the medium of any
through unity
ithout receiving anything He did not already
organ of hearing and
see
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b

have

and

conte t .
play a part in the Christological controversies
of the fourth and fifth centuries, particularly
iKelvo i.e.,
napdKk TO s in bo dati, Sri iK tov i ov Aif in ferat Kal dvayyekel
viJilv. TrdvTa Saa H - o TraTr p i d ioTLv. dtd tovto eunov Stl iK tov
i ov kap.pdv L Kal dvayyekel vp,lv. John
distinctly sets the
Son apart from the creatures. They partake of the Spirit, but this
verse clearly states that the Spirit Who, it is presumed, is from God
partakes of Him. The Son, therefore, partakes of the Father s very
These materials also

essence

and of

and is

no

creature.

John

also sho s the Son to be God

ith the Father for
and attributes of the Father.

one essence

ualities

this out On the

possesses all the
of Ale andria dra s

no creature

Cyril

something made
TTOt a nor one of the creatures cria tia . If He ere and spoke
truthfully, there could be nothing in God and creation not held
in common. If this is absurd there is no doubt Cyril thinks it is , then

the Son is

is

not

no

one

hand, the Son

creature.

can

be neither

On the other hand, he contends that the Son
e ual to Him. Jesus, if speaking the

inferior to the Father but

truth in this passage, cannot be less than e ual ith the Father for, if
He ere, then divine attributes could be attributed to Him and less

,
. Furthermore,
cf.
that
the Son is
saying truthfully

than divine attributes to the Father

nothing

could then hinder

our

greater than the Father and the Father less than the Son. As this is
absurd. Son and Father must be e ual. o

important e egetical uestion asked of these verses in
Christological discussion concerns the content of
regard
TrdvTU, omnia. The short ans er is that it includes all things proper
to Godhead, all the properties and attributes of the divine nature, in
The most

to the

this means that the Son shares the
itself
Father s divine honors, titles, operations. Godhead, eternity,
sovereignty, omnipotence, ill, po er, life, substance, even His Holy
Spirit. ndvTu also includes the Father s kno ledge, and particularly
kno ledge of the precise moment of the end. Arian teaching
apparently took Jesus self-confessed ignorance of the day and the

fact, the divine

hour in Mark

nature

and Matthe

as

proof

that the Son is

unlike the Father in substance and subordinate in dignity. This as
naturally felt to be uite damaging to Nicene orthodo y, and steps

uickly taken to interpret the damaging passages in a more
favorable light. The favorite approach seems to have been to
on the largely Origenic
reinterpret them in the light of John
ere
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principle that Scripture cannot be self-contradictory and that, since
all Scripture is Spirit-inspired, any
passage may be interpreted in the
light of any suitable other. Anthanasius characteristically refers the
ignorance of the day and hour to the human nature of the Son, but
mentions

cannot

as

be nescient.

evidence that

as

the Word of God, Christ

riters, particularly those of Ale andria,
Synoptic passages mean hat they seem to,

Other

simply deny that the
.
again on the basis of John
It is only to be e pected that the fathers should use passages
promising the Holy Spirit and outlining His ork in their
development of Pneumatology. They do, and that in a manner
similar to their treatment of the Trinity and the Christ. They argue,
first of all. His increate deity. In John
e are told of the
tov
TrapaKkr TO
dnapd
Trarpds iKnoptvtTai. That Spirit can be
no creature
ho proceeds from the increate Father. Similarly, that
the Spirit is no creature can be inferred from
- , ov yap
kakr aei d p iavTOV aXX daa aKo aei kaki aet, Kal Td ip neva
duayyekel vpXv. Arian e egesis had understood these verses to sho
that the Spirit is not God because He is not perfect in and of Himself
if He had been. He ould speak aV iavrov and ould need to be re
minded of nothing.
Didymus counters this in t o ays. In the first
place, hat is said here is no different from hat is said of Christ at
neither Spirit nor Son speaks anything but the ords of God.
Secondly, hile even the best of creatures speaks often from its o n
ill
hich it must suppress to do the ill of God , this passage sho s
that the Spirit al ays speaks the things of God. Therefore, He is
increate, and the divine ill and nature are His by right. Neither is
there any subordinationism here the Spirit is to receive from the Son
.

only in

.

.

that ndvTa daa i et,
TraTr p if d ioTiv. It is
consubstantial procession from the Father that He is
said not to speak from Himself.
The deity of the Spirit is further evidenced by sho ing that He
shares the divine titles, attributes, and operations of, and is e ual to,
the Father and the Son. Cf. on the doctrine of the Trinity above.
E amples of each of these are taken from the paraclete passages.
Among other attributes is that of omnipresence that the Spirit is
every here present Didymus infers from a u taposition of StJaet
vplv ith Trap vpXv f ivtL and ip vfilp ioTai
- . Among the
divine operations proper to the Spirit are these
ith Father and Son
the Spirit udges
, He forekno s and foretells
, He
the

sense

because of His
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inspires men
, and
them
into
all
truth
guides
n to be of one deity and substance
to bear
itness to the Son
,

teaches and
brance and

sho
said

Father else here. i That He is

given

one

He puts them into
. o The

remem

Spirit is

ith the Father in that He is

an

operation

referred to the

ith the Son is clear from the title

Him

by Christ, aXXo TrapaVXr ro . c XXo implies that Christ
is also to be termed TrapoiKkr TOs according to at least one riter,
ould not be used of things not consubstantial.
rfXXo
That the
Lord is

Paraclete is confirmed

. That the Spirit is one
by I John
ith Christ and is, indeed. His o n Spirit is further demonstrated by
the fact that He is called rrvevi a rr dXr ddas
by the One ho is Himself Truth
.
We have already said that e egesis is not easily to be distinguished
from theology in patristic thought. The outlines
hich e have
traced
are
several
scores of
already
gleaned only by searching
in
individual citations
idely differing ritings of a dogmatic nature.
Our account could not be complete ithout such searching. We do
possess, ho ever, in addition, a body of commentary and
commentary-like materials hich pays more attention to e pounding
a

the te t and less to doctrinal debate.

In the East

e

have e tant the

by Origen unfortunately
our passages , Cyril of Ale andria, and
the fragments of commentaries by
Apollinaris and the Arian Theodore of Heraclea and the homilies by
John Chrysostom. From the West the only consistent e position of
tractates by Augustine, composed in
the hole Gospel are the
.
Hippo ca.
We cannot give an ade uate overall impression of the achievement
of this literature ithout making a passage by passage analysis. It is
true, in general, that the East sho s greater lo uacity and freedom to
speculate and create though this is not uite so evident in this type of
riting . The Latin riting differs in ays more or less directly re
lated to the practicality of the Roman mind. Concerned as it is ith
the problems of organi ing and governing churchly society and life, it
is less free to speculate. The temper of Latin e egesis tends to be
pastoral rather than merely intellectual. Perhaps this is hy the sole
commentaries

on

not complete and

the FG

lacking

the commentary on
Theodore of Mopsuestia

John is in homiletical form. We can, never
theless, give
specific illustrations.
The mention of Antioch and Ale andria reminds us of the
Latin commentary

on

one or t

tendency of

o

the latter school to

allegorical

or

spiritual e egesis.
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This does touch the paraclete passages once or t ice in Origen. What
are the
roXXa of
hich the disciples are not able to bear For
him they represent the spiritual e egesis of the La
hich the

disciples, as Je s, ere not ready to accept.
sort of spiritual e egesis, and one
hich

ample of ust this
involves the paraclete
An e

passages, occurs in his commentary on Canticum Canticorum. ,
reads in part oculi tui columbae LXX
pda f oC aov

TTepLOTtpaC . Origen decides that the t o doves of the eyes represent
Holy Spirit. The allegory for the Spirit is
clear enough the dove is the classic Christian symbol for the Holy
Spirit. That the other eye and dove represent the Son becomes appar
ent for Origen
hen he reflects that both Son and Spirit are called
Paraclete in the Ne Testament. Therefore, both must be doves l
But these t o passages from Origen represent the total e tent of
allegori ing in connection ith the paraclete passages. Partly this is
because the FG does not contain material hich presented itself to
the Greek mind as needing that sort of interpretation but mostly
because those using allegory soon came to recogni e that their tool
the Son of God and the

as

of little

might

in the controversies of the time. Ho ever satisfying it

use

be in private devotion, it

as a

s ord that

ould not penetrate,

blade in the thrust and parry of debate.
Even the Ale andrians resort in great part to a type of e egesis

a

shield that

almost

ould turn

entirely

historical

sense.

no

concerned to

e pound the te t in its visible and
day there is, in e egesis of paraclete

At the end of the

passages, little palpable difference bet een Antioch and Ale andria.
To say that commentators are generally concerned to e pound

of the te t is not to say there are no differences in the
results. For one thing, the uestions asked of the te t are so different

the

plain

that for

sense

some

passages each commentator appears to be

riters

may consider

uni ue.

hich
e
did
silence
most
Jesus keep
uestions. Why
concerning the ttoXXo It is because they, already dispirited, had not
yet been prepared to apprehend them by the Paraclete. And hy
can they not bear them no
It is because they are still bound by the
letter of the La and their Je ish training
What the content of the
deferred teaching may be is, if diversely e pressed, plain enough the
TTokXd are the deeper mysteries of the Christian faith. If Augustine,
unlike other particularly Greek
riters refuses to be dra n into
speculation concerning hat specific doctrines no kno n the Lord
may have had in mind because e are never in Scripture told , it is

Ho ever,

e

are

asking similar

as an

ample of a passage of
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riting that even he agrees that Jesus is here
truths of the Christian faith.

clear from his
to the

deep

We must try to form

referring

impression of the fathers success in
arriving at a true assessment of the paraclete passages. But this
re uires a ord of caution, since the very framing of the uestion
implies that e possess a true interpretation. Yet e, no less than
they, are children of our time and if e seek to udge it must be ith
the memory that e ourselves stand in need of udgment, perhaps
here
e least suspect it. In assessing the fathers,
most
e must
remember that
There

are

fathers

ere

e are

some

ourselves under revie .

certainly differences of concern and approach. The
men of faith, seeking to understand the implications of

the revelation in Christ for life and doctrine
e in this century so
often are not, as Professor Stuhlmacher has recently reminded us.

Their

uestions

are

by their philosophical orientation
uestions and presuppositions has
Scriptures ere literally inspired
letters of the Greek te t of the Old

often colored

ours, but the nature of the
changed. They assumed that the
so are

for

Origen,

even

Testament carried
cover.

Such

an

the very

meaning hidden
understanding is

for the faithful e egete to disunthinkable to the scientific

e egete of today. The fathers assumed that the
Discourses are the ipsissima verba of Jesus

they
draft of the Gospel.
hether

can even

be traced

as

far back as the

ords of the Fare ell
e

sometimes doubt

original author and

developments of
they received it
century-and-a-half They
and fre uently orked on it from memory. They kne nothing of the
assured results of form critical methodology and ould not have
understood the need for the various theories of displacement that
color contemporary interpretation. They could not have anticipated
the search of the philologists and history of religionists hich has
plundered the literature of the ancient orld to discover hy to
TTvtvi a Tr
dkr deia should be named d napdKkr TO . Indeed,
had they done so, it is difficult to imagine it making a great deal of
The fathers

ere, of course, unfamiliar

ith the

took their te t

the last

as

difference to them.

dogmatic value of the passages
in recent years among Catholics. For

It is true that assessments of the

have changed some hat, even

e ample,
dkr dela

most commentators

irapd

tov

ould

no

refer

Trarpd iKiroper tTai

rather than to the eternal relations of the

to the

rd nvevna ty
Spirit s mission

Trinity.

Yet Professor

Asbury
Barrett is

Seminarian

right

hen he says that,
hile the Fare ell Discourses
formulated doctrine of the Trinity, they contain the
materials from hich that doctrine
eventually gre .- If the Gospel is
the story, then the doctrine is hat must be true if the
is told.
contain

no

Whatever faults

making

story

they

may have had, the fathers did not lack skill in

necessary inferences.
a similar
ackno

We must make

ledgment of their more purely
efforts.
It
is
true
that their commentaries are sometimes
e egetical
tendentious it is true they sometimes press the conclusions of a te t

beyond the intention of the author it is true
idiosyncratic and poorly grounded interpretations.
are no

and

less true mutatis mutandis of

a

that there
But these

multitude of

ournals today.

are

things

pulpits, books,

On the hole, the general lines of their ork are
sustained. With regard to the te t as it is, they anticipate nearly
everything that has come since.
Let us close
ith a ord of caution that goes beyond our concern
to be

ith e egesis. There are many voices calling today for an
abandonment of the hard- on results of the patristic age. What the
fathers did ants eighing, it is true. But ought not the same to be
said of us

I grant that
e must not
accept
but if e simply ignore or forsake

uncritically,
e place ourselves

in

danger.

patristic conclusions
hat they have done,

Footnotes
A paper

publish

a

John
That
the

given

fuller

,

-

e are

capacity to

in Winona

treatment

.

-

Lake, Indiana,

else here.

on

Friday,

September,

I

hope to

- .
, b-ll.
e egetical blind spots should be patent to anyone ith
make realistic inferences from Church history or from the current state

likely

,

to have

of the age-old debate over conte tuah ation.
Before Tertullian there are no certain references to our materials after
their
e egesis becomes refined and conventional ith little ne to offer.
According to S.G. Papadopoulos, e egetical and systematic theology have become

distinct poles, each claiming an absolute, even e clusive
authority. In partristic
there is no dis unction
e speak not of patristic
e egetical or

riting
dogmatic theology, only

of

patristic thought IT. UairadoTroi kov, nATEPES. ATHHSIS TH
EKKAHSIAS. AnON HNETMA, Athens,
, p. .
General condemnation has led to the loss of all but a
glimpse of
heretical. We deal here only ith more of less orthodo
riters.

Marcellus of

Ancyra adduces them in support of his peculiar Sabellian
Trinity as a monad ith a double e tension, ultimately to be
See MarceU. r.
- .
GCS ,
. Arguments for distinc-

understanding
reabsorbed.

ritings classed as

of the
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tion

by the more orthodo are generally raised to combat types of modalism akin to
proposed by Sabellius in the third century.
Sic See Eus. e.th. , ,
GCS
,
. Cf. other references in n. belo .
See Eus. e.th. , , . and , , - .
in the East and in the
GCS ,
West Ambr. Spir. ,
,
and Eus. Ver.
CSEL , i. , CCL ,
,
,
CCL ,
.
oSee Ambr. Spir. ,
,
CSEL ,
- .
See Ambr. it . ,
,
CSEL ,
.
i See Ambr. Spir. , ,
CSEL ,
.
See Aug. serm.Ar.
PL
,
.
See Aug. serm.Ar.
PL ,
.
See Leo tract.
,
CCL
A,
.
See Ambr. Spir. ,
,
CSEL ,
.
See Ath. Ar. ,
and Cyr. thes.
PG ,
PG ,
.
See mb .fid. ,
Ambrstr. uaest.
,
CSEL ,
, CSEL ,
and Didym. Trin. ,
,
Aug. Ma . ,
PL ,
PG ,
.
Cyr. thes.
PG ,
.
Cyr. Jo. ,
Pusey ,
.
See Ath. Ar. ,
Amhr. fid , ,
and Cyr. Juln.
PG ,
CSEL , PG ,
.
See Ambrstr. Mt. PLS ,
and Aug. serm.V.T.
A,
CCL ,
.
Ath. Ar. ,
PG ,
. Cf. Ambr. Spir. ,
,
CSEL ,
.
See Didym. Eun.
PG ,
. This line of argument is most fully developed by
Basil of Caesarea, Bas. ep.
,
Johnston
. He supports his thinking by
reinterpreting the ov ut of Mk. , to mean, not e cept but unless thus, no one, not
even the Son,
ould have kno n had not the Father kno n for the cause of the Son s
kno ing is the Father.
See. e.g., Ambr. Spir. , ,
CSEL ,
Cyr. thes.
PG ,
Didym.
Spir.
PG ,
.
See Cyr. thes.
PG ,
.
Didym. Eun.
PG ,
.
See Aug. Trin. , ,
CCL ,
- .
Didym. Trin. ,
PG ,
.
Both of these last operations are considered by at least one author to be divine
SCH
,
,
operations Bas. Spir.
Johnston
.
See Pel. TYin. fragment
.
PLS ,
Gr.Na . or.
,
PG ,
.
See Epiph. haer.
and Ambrstr. uaest.
, ,
,
CSEL ,
GCS ,
,
,
CSEL
.
This is not to say that they are never dogmatic or tendentious.
Or. Cels. ,
GCS ,
.
Or. Cant.
on
,
.
,
vg. GCS ,
See Cyr. Jo.
,
fOPusey ,
See Didym. Spir.
.
PG ,
See Cyr. Jo.
,
.
Pusey ,
, - CCL ,
oAug. Jo.
.
The assessment here depends on more than could be presented ithin the scope of
that

this paper.
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Stuhlmacher, Adolf Schlatter s Interpretation of Scripture, A vv Testament
.
,
July,
, pp.
Although the fathers never use ords like inerrant or dictation, they ould not on
the
hole be uncomfortable
ith the ideas behind them. Yet they could raise
to
theories
of
direct
verbal
ob ections
inspiration on occasion.
For convenient summaries in English of research in this century, see R.E. Bro n,
The Gospel According to John, The Anchor Bible
, passim.
A London,
C.K. Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John An Introduction
ith
and
on
.
Notes
the
Greek
Te
t
Commentary
nd ed. London,
, p.
p.

Studies

Abbreviations
Ancient Christian

Writings

The Greek Fathers

Athanasius Ale andrinus
Orationes

tres

Ath.

aduersus Arianos

Basil of Caesarea

Ar.

Bas.
Epistulae ep.
Liber de Spirit u sancto Spir.
Cyril of Ale andria Cyr.
Commentarius in lohannis Euangelium Jo.
Contra Julianum Juln.
Thesaurus de Trinitate thes.
Didymus the Blind Didym.
Contra Eunomium Eun.
De Spiritu sancto Spir.
De Trinitate Trin.
Epiphanius Epiph.
Panarion seu aduersus I
haereses haer.
Eusebius of Caesarea Eus.
De ecclesiastica theologia e.th.
Gregory of Na ian us Gr.Na .
Orationes or.
Marcellus of Ancyra Marcell.
Fragmenta fr.
Origen Or.
Commentarius in Canticum Canticorum Cant.
Contra Celsum Cels.
The Latin Fathers

Ambrose of Milan
De fide

fid.

Ambr.
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De

Spiritu

Spir.

sancto

Ambrosiaster Ambrstr.
In Matthaeum
fragmenta

Mt.
uaestiones Veteris et Noui Testamenti
Augustine of Hippo Aug.
In lohannis Euangelium tractatus Jo.

uaest.

Contra Ma iminum haereticum Arianorum
Contra

sermonem

Arianorum

serm.Ar.

Sermones de Vetere Testamento
De Trinitate

Trin.

Eusebius of Vercelli
De Trinitate.

serm.

V.

Episcopum Ma .

T.

Eus. Ver.
- , authorship disputed

unkno n. Trin.
Leo Magnus Leo
Tractatus tract.
Pelagius Pel.
De Trinitate Trin.

Editions of Ancient Christian

, authorship

-

Writings

.
Corpus Christianorum, series Latina CCL , Turnhout
ecclesiasticorum
Latinorum
Vienna
Corpus scriptorum
CSEL ,
-.

griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei
Jahrhunderte GCS , Berlin
--.
C.F.H. Johnston, The Book of Saint Basil the Great
on the Holy
.
Johnston , O ford
Spirit
J. P. Migne, Patrologiae cursus completus. series Graeca PG , Die

.

.

.

-

.

Migne, Patrologiae

Paris

.

.

, Paris

J. P.

.

-

cursus

.

completus.

series Latina

PL , -

,

Patrologiae cursus completus. series Latina.
.
supplementum PLS , - , Paris
P.E. Pusey, Sancti Patris nostri Cyrilli Archiepiscopi Ale andriniin
.
D. Joannis Evangelium
Pusey - , O ford
Sources Chretiennes SCH , Paris
--.
A. Hamman,

.

.

.

Book Revie s
God s

Healing Community, by Frank Bateman Stanger. Nashville
.
. .
Abingdon,
pp.
Frank Stanger has given years of his life to the study of Christian
healing. He has, in fact, taught a course on the sub ect at Asbury
Theological Seminary yearly, attended and participated in healing
conferences, preached on the sub ect, held countless healing services,
and engaged in virtually every phase of pastoral ministry relative to
the healing of persons. He is
idely kno n as a leader in the field.
Dr. Stanger no
brings together a summary of his lifetime of
study. In language the ordinary reader can uickly grasp, he makes
clear the biblical basis of healing, comes to terms
ith the knotty
problems Why isn t everyone healed e.g. , and demonstrates ho
healing prayer groups and services can be established and serve
effectively in local churches.
If the book succeeds in launching healing ministries over the

country and else here in the
last

e are

coming

to

orld, it

ill have succeeded indeed. At

reali e Jesus called

us

not

only

teach but also to heal, and that, in fact. He called
but these three assignments. Over and again,

attention to the

us

to

to

our

preach

and

nothing else

author calls

three. Perhaps the best place to begin heaUng
study group pastor and teacher ill find the uestions
at the close of each chapter useful for instruction.
Through definition, theology, and practice, then. President
Stanger alks ith us through the mysterious, yet illuminating
path ays of Christian healing. We stand grateful for this
contribution to the gro ing literature in the field.
Donald E. Demaray
Granger E. and Anna A. Fisher Professor of Preaching
Asbury Theological Seminary

ministry

John

is the

Wesley His Life and Thought, by Robert G. Tuttle. Grand
.
Rapids ondervan Corporation,
. .
Dr. Tuttle has ritten a valuable book
gro ing out of his doctoral
studies at Bristol. A broad ranging biographical and historical
analysis, the ork reflects Tuttle s special interest in the influence of

Book Revie s

mysticism
To help

upon Wesley.
the reader get into

Wesley s mind, the author uses the
first person in the biographical sections. One fourth of the book is
devoted to theological analysis
ritten in the third person .
Dr. Tuttle

ith four

ob ectives to rite a readable
biography,
present a fairly comprehensive theological analysis,
to attract his readers to the
ritings of Wesley, and to inspire the
church
ith
the
vision God gave to Wesley.
contemporary
Ho
successful is the book
hen measured by the author s
ob ectives The first person style is both simple and comple . In
appearance, it is similar to Wesley s Journal. In fact, it is uite
different in some particulars. The psychological e ercise re uired in
moving from the mind of the reader through Tuttle s mind to
Wesley s is not simple. It may raise a barrier for some readers. This
progression through another s mind is necessary to any interpretive
study. It is better to read the primary sources, i.e., Wesley s o n
ritings. Of course, Tuttle kno s and affirms this. The problem ith
the style employed is that the reader finds difficulty in separating
Wesley s thought from Tuttle s. Further, the transitions used by
Tuttle make Wesley s life and thought flo
much more smoothly
than Wesley s o n Journals. That has strengths and eaknesses,
giving needed coherence and clarity to a life of Wesley but also
creating some artificiality.
The author does not produce a fairly comprehensive theological
analysis. Tuttle interprets Wesley s theology correctly, capturing its
nuances
ell. In the biographical sections, Tuttle carefully discusses
the developing theology of Wesley on faith, ustification, and sancti
fication. Dra ing upon his Bristol dissertation, he thoroughly anal
y es mysticism. His intensive interest in mysticism pervades the book,
narro ing its scope. This is the most valuable contribution of the
book. The point is that Tuttle s second ob ective is only partially reali ed.
Professor Tuttle comments fre uently on the stages of mysticism
. A akening, . Purgation, . Illumination, . The dark night of the
soul, and . Union ith God, or perfection. Ho important is the
mystical spirit to Wesley s theology It is ell kno n that Wesley
broke from mysticism, the rock on hich he almost foundered. Yet it
as not a total break, nor could it be. Religious phenomenology has
demonstrated that mysticism is common to many religions of man,
orks

to

e.g.
the

the Essenes and Hassidim in

Buddhist

Hindu

Judaism, the Sufis in Islam, and

preoccupation

ith

absorption

into

infinity.
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is present in all theistic religions. Wesley s break
not total but came at the point of antinomianism, or stillness,

Certainly mysticism
as

and

solitary religion.

What is the historical and theological relationship bet een the last
and Wesley s doctrine of perfec
stage of mysticism
perfection

tion

Tuttle follo

s Outler in

tracing Wesley s sources particularly
Egyptian Gregory of Nyssa and Ephraem
Syrus ith their emphasis on teleiosis. But other sources are impor
tant the larger Catholic heritage mediated through the Anglican
Church La and Taylor , the Moravians, especially Arvid Gradin
George Turner The Vision Which Transforms , and, above all,
to

Macarius the

the Bible for the

uestion

What

man of

ere

one

Wesley s

The content of Tuttle s

Book. A great lacuna e ists on this
for the doctrine of perfection

sources

ork should attract interest in reading
Wesley himself. The book should be introduced to a ide reading
audience. Not ade uate for an introductory course in Wesley studies,
it can be very useful as a supplement to Albert Cutler s John Wesley
or Cohn WiUiam s John Wesley s
Theology Today. It lacks the
comprehensive summary pertinent to a good introduction. A.
Skevington Wood s John Wesley The Burning Heart is preferred for
its inspirational value.
These obviously are the revie er s conclusions. Some
ill be as
enthusiastic about the style as is Bishop Hunt s testimonial.
Measured by its overall value and potential for encouraging a deeper
understanding of Wesley, there is cause for enthusiasm. It is an
authentic commentary and adds to our understanding of Wesley
There is a gro ing understanding that Wesley s theology is superbly
balanced, avoiding the dangerous polarities so often found in
theological study. A back to Wesley crusade movement is not
desired. The fact, ho ever, is that Wesley as a theological genius,
dra ing upon a vast tradition, fleshing out Christian faith ith an
integrity and coherence hich usually e uals and often e cels the
other great theologians. Tuttle assists significantly in overcoming the
stereotype of Wesley as simply a superb administrator or inspired
evangelist. For this he deserves our accolades.
The book includes an e cellent inde and a good
bibliography.
Four or five typographical errors are found, hich only underscores
the difficulty of producing a fla less manuscript.
Leon O. Hynson, President and Professor of Historical
Theology
Evangelical School of Theology, Myersto n. Pa.

Book Revie s
The Essentials

Authority,
and

Ro ,

of Evangelical Theology, Volume One God,
by Donald Bloesch. Ne York Harper

and Salvation,
.
pp.

Donald Bloesch has
believe that the time has

fundamental

tenets

. .
ritten a

come

to

for the faith

His book is

timely book. As he observes, I
spell out evangelical essentials, the
once delivered to the saints,
i .

ust that sort of ork.
ordering of the doctrines diverges slightly from the
traditional outline of systematic theology. The chapter headings
Bloesch s

focus

controversial themes that have proven barriers to Christian

on

unity in the past ii . These same chapter headings are the essentials
of the evangelical faith The sovereignty of God, the
primacy of
Scripture, total depravity, the deity of Jesus Christ, the substitu
tionary atonement, salvation by grace and faith alone.
The author s treatment of these doctrines is a synthesis of biblical
and historical theology. The development of each section follo s this
order
the biblical understanding of the doctrine,
the various
traditional interpretations and controversies involved in the
doctrine,

the constructive formulation of the doctrine, and

misunderstandings

theology.
truths of

ith the

the

and treatment of the doctrine in modern

It represents systematic theology at its best
the great
and
the
Christian
stated
afresh
in
Scripture
past
dialogue

theology of

our o

Bloesch s doctrinal

kno ledge

of

Scripture

n

day.

ork is
and

ell done. He sho s

tradition,

a

broad

and the book is

ell

documented in both of these aspects. Each chapter is follo ed by
copious notes, giving the serious reader a springboard for further
reading.
Probably the most crucial sections of this first volume are those on
The Meaning of Evangelical, Chapter II , and The Primacy of
Scripture, Chapter IV . These issues occupy a place of prominence
in contemporary evangelical theology and are, therefore, of
particular interest.
Bloesch counters the charge that evangelicalism connotes a
particular e perience rather than a particular doctrinal stance. He
sees evangelicalism as a
edding of doctrine and e perience. Thus,
the e perience of personal salvation is co-essential ith the doctrinal
basis of that same e perience.
He defines evangelical biblically and historically. It is derived
from the evangelion, the good ne s of salvation through the atoning
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meaning evangehcal has come to
refer to the kind of religion espoused by the Protestant Reformation
. Evangelicalism also describes the spiritual movements ithin
Pietism and
Protestantism subse uent to the Reformation
Puritanism
as
ell as the revivals of the eighteenth and nineteenth
hen the term is used in its strict theological sense,
centuries. Thus,
it crosses all sectarian lines
.
one large
Bloesch uses the term evangelicaF as a big umbrella
enough to cover most of biblically oriented Protestantism. This
means that the reformers, Protestant Orthodo y, the Pietists,
sacrifice of Christ. In its historical

Puritans, revivalists, fundamentalists, and neo-Orthodo

are

all

included in Bloesch s definition of the term evangelical. This
catholicity of evangelicalism did not blind Bloesch to the short
comings of the various branches of the movement, but it did allo
him to affirm their essential unity in matters crucial to the faith.
The author affirms the inspiration of Scripture in accordance ith
. This inspiration is both verbal and conceptual, in that
Timothy
it pertains to the thoughts as ell as the riting of the apostles
.
He holds to the plenary inspiration of Scripture, meaning that
Scripture in its totality is inspired. This is paralleled by a vie of
progressive revelation hich finds God most clearly revealed in the
Christ event. Bloesch
Bible

ill not follo

that trend

hich makes the

record of revelation the Bible is also a part of the
.
The infallibility and inerrancy of Scripture are affirmed in the
language of the Lausanne Covenant but in such a ay that does not
deny culturally-conditioned ideas and historically-conditioned
language in the Bible. The Bible is seen as both a human and a divine
book
each side of this parado is affirmed. The doctrine or
message of Scripture, hich alone is infalUble and inerrant, is hidden
in the historical and cultural itness of the Biblical riters
.

merely

a

revelation

Bloesch agrees
ith the Reformers that the Scriptures do not
convey error. The chief uestion is in hat sense is this inerrancy is to
be understood. Bloesch follo

s Berkhou er in

stating

that

.

.

.

inerrancy
erving
a trust orthy, and enduring
itness to the truth of divine revelation.
It connotes not impecability, but indeceivability, hich means being
free from lying and fraud
, Bloesch, therefore, seems more
to
of
an
inerrant
illing
speak
message than an inerrant te t.
It is ironic that the strengths of Bloesch s Essentials are also the
in the Biblical sense means uns

itness to the truth,
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emphasis on essentials allo s
catholicity
evangelicalism that it is a
and
broadly based, biblically
historically grounded movement. But
this emphasis on essentials also means ettisoning the distinctives
of the various segments of the evangelical tradition.
Bloesch recogni es that he is not speaking for all evangeUcals, but
hat he affirms are essential evangelical doctrines. Virtually every
evangelical ill ant to affirm as much as Bloesch, though there are
evangelicals ho ill ant to say more than he does or add a
different emphasis to hat Bloesch has said.
ill be enhanced as
This is an important book Its importance

sources

of its

eaknesses. Bloesch s

him to demonstrate the

of

Don Bloesch rounds out the

ork in t

o

additional volumes.

evangelicalism to have a continued impact on the contem
porary theological scene, it must present a unified front and one that
ith the issues of the day. Bloesch s
is mobili ed for dealing
ill be an aid in this task. He
Essentials of Evangelical Theology
presents a summary of evangelical theology in a fresh and
constructive manner. The caliber of his scholarship is such that
ill
ant to read the book and the critics of
evangelicals
evangelicalism ill need to read it.
For

John Tyson

Ph.D. Candidate in

Systematic Theology
Dre
University

Poet and Peasant A Literary Cultural Approach to the Parables in
.
Luke, by Kenneth W. Bailey. Grand Rapids Eerdmans,
pp.

understand the synoptic parables in light of
their cultural conte t are not ne to Ne Testament studies. But
ork by Dr. Bailey make
several features of this stimulating
in the field.
ork
over
advances
previous
significant

Scholarly attempts

First, through

to

ork in the Middle East, the
idely scattered, authentic informants on

years of resident

develop
village life, hich he used according to carefully formulated
guidelines to insure integrity. Previous attempts to see the ancient
Middle East through the eyes of modem bedouin or villagers receive
balanced criticism in the process Thomson, Dalman, Bishop,
Rihbany and Levison .
Second, Dr. Bailey s facilities in Arabic and Syriac give him access
Testament te tual traditions rising out of cultures most
to the Ne
author

as

able to
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similar to those of the parables themselves. Dr.
Bailey uses these
oriental translations as commentaries in their o n
right. In so doing,
he gives us access to entire e egetical traditions almost, if not

completely, ignored in recent Western scholarship on the parables.
Similarly, the author s revie of pertinent ancient literature includes
but goes beyond the standard early
e ish orks to encompass the
labors of the early Syrian, Arabian and Coptic e egetes, making a
significant addition to the standard resources.
Third, Dr. Bailey s understanding of the function of the parable
itself in its cultural setting leads him to re ect a rigid insistence that
each parable has but a single point an apriori dictum
brought to the
parables from outside their conte t . From the cultural referents, he
looks instead for a theological cluster around the single
response
the parable as most likely intended to elicit from the hearers.
Fourth, the author integrates thorough analysis of literary
structure of both the larger book document
level conte t and the
smaller segment paragraph units
hich detailed study of
individual
ords and phrases, to produce a
holistic e egetical
method too seldom seen and certainly orthy of careful study as a
model of methodical e egesis.
In my udgment, the author s oriental e egesis, as he
styles it,
succeeds admirably in e panding our understanding of the
parables
by more precisely delineating significant cuUural elements in them
and by a skillful discernment of the literary structure of the
documents involved. His breakthrough in
understanding the
enigmatic parable of The Un ust Ste ard, Luke
- , is typical
of the

ork done.

Chapters
Chapters -

-

set

forth the task and establish the

methodology.
analysis of the Lukan travel narrative
Jerusalem Document, Lk.
and to the e egesis of
several parables in Luke. The entire ork involves continual critical
conversation
ith the best in modern parable research and so
provides helpful criti ues of the ork of Bultmann, Dodd, eremias,
Jones, Linnemann and Via, as ell as Bornkamm, Fit myer and
others. Numerous ad hoc cuhural illuminations and a
priori
theological assumptions of much contemporary Ne Testament
redaction and form criticism are re-evaluated
by Dr. Bailey.
T o appendi es list and describe the oriental versions and
resource persons used. In addition to the author and te t
indices, a
Greek Hebre Aramaic ord inde
ould have been appropriate,
are

devoted to

an
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since

even

the Ne

Testament le icon

research.
Assistant

Holy
Michigan
The

Bible

profits considerably

from this

David L. Thompson
Professor of Biblical Literature
Asbury Theological Seminary

International Version. Grand

Rapids,
.
Publishers,
No
e have still another EngUsh version of the Scriptures. This
one
as initiated by a group of evangelical scholars nearly
years
ago, sponsored by the National Association of Evangelicals and,
since
, by the Ne York International Bible Society. Perhaps no
translation has ever been undertaken by a larger group of
participants. Other ecumenical translations have been undertaken by
scholars appointed by their respective denominations.
The unusual thing about this version is that the participants ere
not chosen by church organi ations, or by the pubUsher, but rather
by a self-appointed group of scholars ho share in common a con
servative vie of the Scriptures
most, if not all, of them committed
to biblical inerrancy. Unusual care as taken both in the translation,
in the board of revie , and in the concern for literary style. Unlike the
Revised Standard Version, they did not envision themselves as
follo ing the precedent of the King James or Authori ed Version,
nor did they, like the Ne
EngUsh Bible, aim primarily for an
Ne

ondervan Bible

idiomatic translation. The volume is less literal than the RSV but
more literal than the NEB. Instead, they aimed at something in

bet een these t o, and the results are uite commendable.
Several features commend themselves to the present revie er. The
format is good. The paragraphing is udicious, and the naming of

segments is useful for rapid reading. Footnotes
the reader to alternative

readings

and the like.

alerting
Helpful, also, is the

are

useful in

fre uent translation of biblical measures in contemporary
e uivalents follo ing the metric system.
Fre uently, the rendering of oft-used phrases provides both clarity
and beauty. Some of the Old Testament changes are note orthy,
usch as asses becomes donkeys Gen.
, leprosy becomes
skin disease, peace offering is changed to fello ship offering
. Occasionally, the translators also interpret, as changing
Lev.
unclean to ceremonially unclean Lev.
. The breastpiece of
.
udgment becomes the breastpiece of decision E odus

The

Mercy seat

atonement

becomes atonement cover

Phil.
.
Occasionally

E odus

Seminarian
or

place of

The rendition of the kenosis passage is
here the form of God becomes the nature of God

Heb.

commendable

Asbury

.

changes are for the
places
spiritual and
fleshly, this version is bet een the spiritual and the orldly I. Cor.
. The mind of Christ becomes attitude of Christ Philippians
. Very uestionable is the substitution of goat skins for the
skins of sea co s
.
E odus
Occasionally, the language is more e plicit than earlier translations
,
. In such places, perhaps something less
e.g., E ek.
more
for public reading. The debated
ould
be
convenient
e pUcit
immanuel passage returns to virgin in Isaiah
, thus making it
consistent ith Matthe
. For some readers, the change in ohn
ill create problems by making it synonymous ith
but
the
to
here
is
,
obscuring
similarity
sanctify correctly
ohn
rendered set apart.
This Bible, to date, comes out in t o formats, one ith doublecolumn lines, one ith larger print and ith some colored maps from
one

better. Where Paul

may

onder
a

hether the

contrast bet

een the

the E odus to Paul s travels. Some may feel that the maps are too
colorful. The table of eights and measures is also helpful. The India
paper edition makes for convenience in handling but does not lend
readily to marking and note taking. On balance, this revie er

itself

finds the volume responsible in its translation, felicitous in its
language, and, on the hole, a trust orthy addition to the succession
of English versions of the Scriptures. Time alone
ill be the best
of
its
relative merits.
udge
George A. Turner
Biblical
Emeritus
Literature,
Professor of
Asbury Theological Seminary

Archaeology of the Bible Lands, by Magnus Magusson.
The Bodley Head Ltd. and the British Broadcasting
. .
,
Corporation,
pp.
Designed for the general public, this survey of archaeology in
lands of the Bible is very readable, profusely and beautifully
illustrated. The author is Rector of Edinburgh University and a ell
kno n television personality. This book, the ork of many scholars,
researchers and assistants, is a result of a series by the British
BC

She

London

Book Revie s

Broadcasting Company

of the saga

concerning archaeological dis

coveries in the Middle East to and including the year
credits Dr. James B. Pritchard, of the University of

. The author

Pennsylvania,

ith e pert editorial assistance, hose udgment as often appealed
to in the many uncertainties incidental to
archaeological reports.
The reader is taken

A.D.,

man to

through the panorama of history from earliest

hen the Je ish fortress at Masada fell to the

introductory chapter briefly sketches the
of
progress
archaeology in uncovering the ruins of ancient
civili ations prior to the time of Abraham. Included in the survey is a
to
report on the sensational discoveries at Ebla
B.C. ,
some
tablets
ere
discovered
and first
here, in
,
,
clay
Roman armies. An

. This sensational discovery
reported to the orld in the fall of
as comparable to the uncovering of Nineveh in the
early nineteenth
The
author
traces
East
Middle
century.
archaeological discoveries
the
of
the
biblical record, beginning ith Abraham
along
se uence
and taking us to the Ne Testament period. Magnusson keeps a are
of the discussions among contemporary archaeologists as to the
significance of recent archaeological discoveries and their relevance
to

the te t of the Bible.

The chief value of the book is the report of intervie s
ith
and
biblical
scholars.
Thus, the reader
representative archaeologists

is taken, for e ample, to the site of Beersheba, ith hich Abraham s
name is Unked, to discoveries relevant to the story of the E odus,
findings at Jericho and the interpretation thereof, to Jerusalem

through

Je ish

the ages,

including a report on recent e cavations in th
city and around the south and east of tht

of the old

uarter
temple mount.
Among the chief values

of the volume

are

the pictures,

ell chosen

illustrate the theme of the story many are ne , and many are in
color, the result of the British team ith on-site photography by
to

e perts. Another advantage of the book is the report of archaeolo

interpretation. The perspective is
reporter kno ing the issues and hom to
himself
consult the author
maintaining a lo profile . The third
value of the book is its overall survey, brought up to date by an e pert
team cooperating in an effort to make archaeological discoveries and
their significance available to a ide public it is ell documented yet
not unduly technical.
Many readers ill be disappointed in the author-editor s point of
gists

ho differ from each other in

that of

an

informed

ne

s

The

vie . Biblical records tend to be taken
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legendary. The author
origins, putting them on the same
level as Mesopotamian accounts of the similar origins. Abraham is
seen as a legendary figure reconstructed in the imagination by later
riters. The author fails to report the udgment of other archae
ologists ho point out evidence that substantiates the partriarchal
as

dismisses the Genesis account of

stories in Genesis. Instead, authorities are featured ho discredit not
only the traditional interpretations but also modern scientific
discoveries

authenticity to the biblical accounts. Moses
fare little better, being cast in the category of legends

hich lend

and the E odus

ith little historical basis.
There

are some

instances of carelessness in

Dead Sea is put at ,
feet belo sea level
have been easily checked before getting into

reporting,
an

as

item

hen the

hich could

print.

In summary, the chief value of the book is the listing of
archaeological discoveries that are up to date and the e posure of
different points of vie . If the reader can tolerate the pre udice

against

the

historicity

of the biblical

volume useful.

Professor

narratives,

he

ill find the

George

A. Turner

of Biblical Literature, Emeritus
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